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+t frast orc double-oxe (s,360 gp)

bog of holding (Type t) (discounted price 2,000 gp, limit 1)

bead of force (3,000 gp)

clook of the manto roy (7,2A0 gp)

morvelous oil postels (discounted price 7,500 gp, limit 1)

trtrtr Into the Baglands: While not all experiments yield positive results, sometimes the most unlikely
accident can lead to beneficial results. As long ai you hive a bog ofholding in your possession, you may
check a box next to this boon to transform the bag into a tiny huf centered on your location with a caster
level equal to your character level. As long as you are within the tinyhut, you can access any item stored
within the bag ofholding as a move action. When the tiny hut spell ends, tlne bog ofholding returns to your
possession in its original form, and all creatures inside are shunted to nearby spaces.

Pig-Dragon Polymorph Potion: You have discovered.a rare magical elixir whose properties have been
transformed by the powers ofthe Baglands. You may cross offthis boon to feed this potion to an adjacent
creature ofthe animal type as a standard action, granting the creature a +4 natural armor bonus to AC
and a fly speed of3o feet with average maneuverability for r minute. Creatures that already possess a fly
speed instead increase their fly speed by ro feet. In addition, a creeture atrected by this ability gains a 3o-
foot cone breath weapon that can be used every rd4 rounds to deal 3d6 points ofacid damage and reduce
all movement speeds ofaffected creatures by rd6 x 5 feet for r round; a creature whose speed is reduced
to o is glued in place, unable to move from its currint location. Creatures who suc.ceed on a DC 19 Reflex
saving throw negate the speed penalty and reduce the damage by half

morvelous pigments (4,0A0 gp)

ring of the rom (Z charges;344 gp, limit 1)

rod of wonder (12,000 gp)

tome of leodership ond influence +5 (110;000 gp)

wond of olter self (12 charges; 1,080 gp, limit 1)

Craft Wondrous ltem, mzjor creltiln, sttmmon
monster tV; Clt\ll

Morvelous oil postels function as morvelous pigmentsbut
the items they create never appear realistic and are clearly
artificial and gaudy. tn addition to drawing inanimate
objects, morvelous oil plstels can also create animate,
living creatures that are likewise clearly artificial. The pastels

can draw into existence any creature that can be summoned
vaa summon monster tv or summon nlture's olly //, though
creatures summoned in this way do not automatically obey
you and remain for lda days or until doused with at least
5 gallons of water. you may still use Diplomacy or wild
Empathy to convince these creatures to aid you as normal
for creatures of their type.

Every box of mlrvelous oil postels contains 7 crayons-
black, blue, brown, green, grey, red, and yellow. Each crayon
can render an item of up to 200 cubic feet or a creature with
1 Hit Die, allowing an entire box to create up to 1,400 cubic
feet of inanimate objects or 7 HD worth of monsters.
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